By default, the LMU sends out "Notifications of Admission/Rejection" using regular postal service. For reasons of German data privacy protection rules, sending it to you by email requires that you give your explicit consent to this. Email correspondence speeds up the process, so this is particularly recommendable for students who need to apply for a visa.

Please check how you would like to receive your notification.

Please send me my "Notification of Admission/Rejection"

☐ by regular postal service only
☐ by email to the E-Mail address under which I registered in the Online Application Tool only
☐ by E-Mail to the E-Mail address under which I registered in the Online Application Tool and additionally by regular postal service upon request

If an E-Mail option was chosen:
I hereby give my consent that the Doctoral Training Program in the Learning Sciences Team opens and scans my “Notification of Admission/Rejection” from the International Office in order to scan it and send it to me via E-Mail.

Last Name: ............................................................................

First Name: .............................................................................

Date: ......................................................................................

Signature: .............................................................................